[Reccurent reflux … and other problems following fundoplication: indication for re-operation].
Early function diagnostics and problem-oriented management are basic requirements in cases of functional problems and complications following antireflux surgery for gastroesophageal reflux disease (GERD). HISTORY, DIAGNOSTICS, AND THERAPEUTIC MANAGEMENT: A detailed history with a focus on the development of symptoms before and after the initial antireflux operation are fundamental prerequisites for a good diagnostic work-up. The data of preoperative function tests should always be reconsidered when re-evaluating a patient and be compared to the current findings. Thus, an analysis of the indications of any previous antireflux operation and an analysis of potential new or aggravated functional defects are essential. The general criteria indicating an operative procedure in gastroesophageal reflux disease do not change following such operation. Beyond these, symptomatic functional disorders caused by an antireflux operation may represent a new indication for an operative revision. INDICATION FOR RE-OPERATION: In the case of a symptomatic reflux recurrence, three essential criteria indicate an operative procedure: (i) a progressive type of GERD (proven functional defects, hiatal hernia, presence of typical reflux symptoms, necessity of increasing PPI dosage), (ii) non acid-dependent symptoms in spite of adequate medication (aspiration, volume reflux, pulmonary symptoms) and (iii) an alternative to medical therapy (preference, dependence, side effects, quality of life). In addition to these, symptomatic mechanical problems are important additional criteria for a redo procedure: the dissolution of the fundoplication wrap, the telescope-like slippage of the fundoplication around the proximal stomach ("slipped Nissen"), a paraesophageal herniation, and the transhiatal migration of an intact fundoplication. Finally, the rather seldom occurring wrong construction of the fundoplication and a not detected primary motility disorder (e. g., achalasia) are indications for redo surgery in most cases. The decision for any redo surgery following antireflux operations should always be based on a sound balance between symptomatic impairment and objective findings in functional disorders. This analysis allows for a responsible decision process since any redo surgery holds the risk of a lower success rate than the initial operation.